Fenix

Dressage Phaeton

a lightweight, elegant carriage
with bespoke designs for single horse/pony and horse/pony pairs

Fenix

Dressage
Phaeton
Ready for the arena,
no extras necessary!
This eye-catching vehicle, based on a
traditional Spider Phaeton, is
individually made to ensure a perfect
fit for the horse and driver. It has
been specifically developed for the
dressage and cones phases of modern
competitive driving for single horses
and ponies. Horse and pony pair
carriages of similar design are also
available.
Built on a similar forecarriage to the
Flyer, the Phaeton gives the driver the
same ‘feel’ and turning capacity in
the cones as they are accustomed to
on the marathon.
Tailor made for the discerning driver
who wishes to reproduce the
elegance of yesteryear vvhiIe driving a
performance carriage.

Guarantee
Every FENIX Carriage is covered by
our three year warranty and all work
is carried out in our own workshops
by the finest craftsmen in the industry.

SEATS

BODY

● STANDARD - comfortable
driver sport seat with side
support giving enhanced
driving position. Adjustable to
central position if required.
Or, as pictured…
● TRADITIONAL - Spider
Phaeton Seat - luxury deep
buttoned and quilted leather
with driver cushion adjustable
to central position if required.
● Single rear groom seat with
padded seat back.

● Lightweight high tensile steel
structure with quality phenolic
coated birch plywood panels.

COLOUR
● After shot blasting and anticorrosive primer, the carriage is
powder coated in your choice of
colours. This provides a tough
quality finish which is easy to
maintain.
● A further option is to have the
carriage coach painted and lined.

DASH
● Curved leather dash
and elegant curved
leather mudguards.

SUSPENSION
● Hand forged traditionally made fully
elliptical multi-leaf springs are fitted all
round, these ensure a comfortable and
stable ride.

WHEELS

SHAFTS

● Steel wheels, with oval spokes,
incorporating taper roller
bearings are fitted as standard.
Wooden wheels provide a
more traditional option.

● Tubular steel shafts are
individually shaped for each
horse or pony to ensure a
perfect fit, plastic coated and
finished with the finest brass or
white metal furniture.

BRAKES
● A modern disc braking system
using advanced aluminium racing
callipers is fitted as standard.

WEIGHT
● From 195kg depending on exact model and options.

FORECARRIAGE
● Ballbearing ring turntable on both models, accurately
machined by our own engineers to eliminate play.
● Driver foot-operated hydraulic turntable brake
(optional).
● Delayed steering - incorporating taper roller bearings
- geometrically designed giving excellent ground
following (optional).

Fenix

Dressage
Phaeton

Traditional Spider Phaeton Seat

Standard
Traditional Style Rail Seat

Also available is an alternative style
for the Dressage Phaeton with a fuller
wood panelled body and a choice of
wooden or metal wheels.
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